LGBT IN MILITARY
Violates Constitution

July 01, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

Quote from cnsnews.com:

“On his show Thursday, nationally syndicated radio show host Mark Levin discussed the Defense Department’s new policy on transgender soldiers, saying that “the military is being destroyed from within.”

“Here the military is being destroyed from within,” said Mark Levin. “Morale is being destroyed from within, social engineering has run amuck. They're tampering with their benefits. They abuse them when it comes to battle, tie their hands and arms behind their backs. And now transgendering, and same-sex and what else?”."

Read full article at: http://www.cnsnews.com/blog/joe-setyon/levin-obama-admins-new-trans-policy-military-being-destroyed-within

The American Resistance Party declares that the Court’s and Soetoro’s interference with the preferred placing of LGBT personnel within the military is unconstitutional. The US Constitution does not give the Federal Government any power over the placement of LGBT mandates within the military! LGBT laws and rules would fall under the 10th Amendment. Hence, the California Constitution... which says:

California Constitution - Declaration of Rights

SECTION 4. Free exercise and enjoyment of religion without discrimination or preference are guaranteed. This liberty of conscience does not excuse acts that are licentious or inconsistent with the peace or safety of the State. The Legislature shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion. A person is not incompetent to be a witness or juror because of his or her opinions on religious beliefs.

And the CA Preamble orders: "We...to Almighty God...do establish this Constitution."
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